
 

 

 

MINUTES 
WiredWest Board of Directors Meeting 

January 10, 2015 9:30 AM 
Chester Town Hall, 15 Middlefield Road, Chester, MA 01011 

 
Welcome and Introductions - meeting called to order at 9:38 am.  Monica welcomed the 
delegates, alternates and guests.  Monica gave a special welcome to Tom Wyatt, Reva’s 
husband.  She also thanked the town of Chester, as well as Mike Crochiere, Gene Bishop and 
Becky Torres for their hospitality and breakfast buffet. 
 
Approval of minutes  
November 22, 2014 meeting Glenn Cardinal moved to approve; Jim Seconded; misspelling 
corrected, minutes approved with the following abstentions:  Brian Brault (Northfield), Lisa 
D’Orazio (Otis), Robert Heller (Wendell), David Kulp (Ashfield), (Rowe) and Jean Atwater-
Williams (Sandisfield). 
 
Report from the Chair – Monica reviewed the progress of resolutions: 33 of 35 WiredWest 
member towns have passed the resolution.  We have also received a resolution from the town 
of Windsor who has formed its MLP and will be joining WW at the next board meeting.   
Monica reviewed the various MBI / WiredWest Community Outreach and Finance Meetings.  
She discussed some of the confusion regarding the figures varying (numbers are not yet final) 
and offered for members of the EC to be available for meetings with town officials.  We are 
working with legal counsel to finalize the legal relationship between MBI and WiredWest as 
well as between WiredWest and the towns.  Monica addressed the critique that “WiredWest 
has no experience operating a fiber network”.  She indicated that there are 155 municipal 
across the country and they had no experience, either.  Monica reiterated the skill sets resident 
on the EC and further assured the board that WW intends to hire and or /contract with the 
right people to make this a success.  Discussion ensued. 
 
Bylaws Discussion – Steve Nelson raised the issue of governance of the network by the towns 
who are actually investing in the build?  No decisions have been made; discussions will be 
coming up with MBI’s attorney.  There are several options:  amend the bylaws to have a 
“network group” that would have specific rights separate from towns that are not partipating in 
the build (cable towns or towns that have opted not to participate); create a separate “special 
purpose entity” to build and/or manage the network. MBI and WiredWest will need to come to 
agreement.   Steve would like to reconvene the Governance Committee with additional 
members to explore this issue.  Discussion ensued regarding ownership of the network and 
what form of ownership of the asset by the individual towns who invest in the network will take 
as well as how town interests will be represented.  Monica urged people with strong feelings 
about this to please volunteer for the Governance Committee.  An additional point was raised 
regarding considering a bylaw which addresses reimbursement to the towns.  



 

 

 
Compensation Discussion – Jim raised the issue of the increased time the EC is now putting in 

to make the WiredWest network a reality.  MBI has conceptually agreed to grant funds to 

compensate the efforts that go beyond reasonable volunteer expectations.  Bylaw change may 

or may not be necessary, depending upon interpretation.  That said, Steve has suggested we 

consider a bylaw change to clarify.  Tim Newman moved that The board authorizes the Executive 

Committee to propose a compensation plan for activities above and beyond standard EC volunteer 

expectations to be funded by the MBI.   Mike Crochiere seconded.  Passed unanimously by 

delegates present with Executive Committee members abstaining.  Steve Nelson read the 

following proposed bylaw change to 4.1.10: “incurred in the performance of their duties except 

as approved by a 2/3 vote of the Board” 

 
Town Financing Summary – Jim distributed and explained a series of cost estimates.  He 
distributed the pages that had been previously presented by MBI.  These numbers were 
incorrect.  He also provided more recent and more accurate figures provided by MBI’s 
consultant, which are lower.  Jim also reviewed a scenario of the projected construction and 
borrowing costs by year through year 6.  Q& A followed.  Recommendations:  After borrowing 
authorization at town meeting, pass a debt exclusion on ballot.  Reference: MA Gen Laws 44.8.8 
for telecommunications borrowing for towns. 
  
Pre-subscription campaign – Monica reviewed the steps necessary to become a fiber town:  1. 
Pass select board resolution, 2. Achieve 40% participation and 3. Pass Borrowing Authorization 
by 2/3 vote.  Therefore, the 40% subscriber rate is extremely important.  A town MUST have 
40% before being built and MUST pass the Borrowing Authorization.  Campaign will be 
launched end of Jan; goal to meet 40% by March; higher rates will ensure early build.   
 
Campaign overview:  start in next week with email to elected officials requesting mailing lists, 
letter from Select Board.  Newsletter copy, 2 versions.  Mailer to town Residents (town 
envelopes) cover letter from Select Board, Informational piece and conditional contract 
requiring $49 deposit.  Simultaneously we will re-launch our website with crowdfiber tools.  
Will send emails; links on town website, social media support, associations, local email lists, 
lawn signs, FAQ’s, slide presentations, sign up days, and follow up phone campaign, etc.  At Feb 
7th board meeting we will be doing an in-depth delegate training.   
 
What you can do now:  Glenn reviewed differences between pledge card and conditional 
contract (got 48% on pledge card).  Suggestions on how to make it NOT fail:  need to employ all 
the strategies we used on pledge cards to get conditional contracts done.  Would be great to 
get it done within about a month.  Need an all-out push  - it is a pass or fail, and a good 
response will make the 2/3 vote at town meeting that much easier.  From Jim:  no cash.  Checks 
only (or do CC online).  Bob Hansaker suggested a subsidy for low income. 
 
Committee Reports  

● Cable Towns – Glenn reports that cable towns have been meeting with MBI/WW.  
Questions have come up re: FRCOG – Lindy Dunleavy has responded that maps are 



 

 

being updated and will be sent back to town for final confirmation.  Cartesian modeling 
for funds ($5 mil) for cable towns could cover over 96% of residents.  Need to get 
involved with new administration to ensure funding will be forthcoming. 

● Marketing – Contracted with marketing firm for web site refresh, campaign, and 
integration of online tool.  Can use some of our existing video. 

● Governance / Legal – covered above. 
● Finance – covered above 
● Town Liaison - none 
● Technology – OPM (Owners Project Manager) is on hold pending agreement with MBI 

 
Other Director Input  - Bob Handsaker alerted directors to the fact that Matrix / Millennium 
has been approaching towns. 
 
Confirm and Schedule next BoD meetings –  
 February 7, 2015 in Tyringham 
 
Adjourn –  Meeting adjourned at 1: pm 


